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Car Bibles are reader-supported. When you buy through links on our site, we can earn an affiliate commission. Learn more A good tool bag can be a very useful investment. Not only does it store and protect your most useful tools, it is also incredibly convenient. Often we do not have the luxury of a fully equipped home garage to drive our
cars into every time we want to work with them.  This may be because the car is parked elsewhere, or more likely that we simply do not have a fully equipped garage to pull the car in in the first place. That's where a good tool bag comes in. It allows you to bring your tools directly to your vehicle, all in a convenient package. When you're
done, they provide a neat storage space to keep all your stuff together. The best tool bag will provide years of useful service for just a few dollars. In this guide, we list some of the highest quality bags on the market and give you everything you need to choose the right one. The best tool bag Our first product comes from Stanley, a name
that of course is very well recognized for creating high quality tools. Here, the classic name and yellow branding have been used to create a tool bag that is one of the most popular on the market - but what features have been wrapped in it to help it achieve its high status? First of all, this is a relatively simple and straightforward design -
but it's not necessarily a bad thing. What we have is a very well constructed bag with soft sides that allows some expansion - after all, we have all the annoying longer tools that don't fit into rigid boxes. A nice, solid base made of rubber foam compliments the flexible construction. It protects against sagging when you have many tools inside
and also provides a padded base to protect the tools when the bag is placed down on the floor. The carrying handles are cotton padded for some extra comfort, while there are enough pockets and bags - both inside and mounted externally - to provide ample storage space for smaller tools, fasteners, nuts and bolts. A price tag well below
$20 is phenomenally good value too, and while it may be a simple design, it does everything it sets out to do. From an instantly recognizable brand, we move right into another with our second product on the list, this time from DeWALT. But where Stanley has brought a design of tool bag to market that stood out for its simplicity, DeWALT
has gone the other way. This bag backpack style is packed with features – lots of features. First of all, there is the great diversity of storage space available here. 48 internal plus 9 exterior pockets and bags make up a total of 57 individual storage areas – an incredible amount of segregated space. You should therefore find space to hide
away just about any tool or in your collection. The construction is nice and robust with padded handles or adjustable shoulder straps that provide two ways to transport the kit. The base has durable cushion feet to prevent wear and extend the life of the product. As if that wasn't enough, DeWALT has topped the design by including a built-in
LED light running on an internally mounted AAA battery power pack. They've literally thought about everything in this feature packed bag - but be aware that with a price just under $100 you're certainly paying premium money for a premium product here. This is the first, but not last, bag on our list that is considered an electrician tool bag.
Don't worry if that name just means it's of a style intended for use by electricians - but it's just as home carrying mechanics tools too. What makes an electrician tool bag different from a regular one? Well for one thing if you know some electricians (and we do) they have to carry a lot of tools and kit. Not only that, but many of these tools
and pieces of kit are small and fiddly. That means an electrician tool bag is crowded with many small pockets - this one has no less than 39 - to store all the bits and pieces. It is also a nice solid bag with a molded bottom to increase carrying capacity, prevent sagging and provide a nice solid base when placing the bag on the floor. Another
nod to the intended audience of the bag is the protective, molded pocket mounted on the front. It is designed to protect goggles, but can be used to store anything that is a little delicate. If you have a large toolkit for which you need to find a home, you should certainly take a look at this monster bag from Custom LeatherCraft. It has no less
than 50 - yes 50 - individual pockets and bags that ensure you will be able to find a home for each tool in even an extremely comprehensive tool collection. But you know what, it's not just the amount of pockets - it's how they're designed to fit into the bag that's really impressive? The side panels are zippered closed, and when you open
them up you will find all the pockets inside mounted with vertical openings. It's a very pretty feature that makes it easy to organize your tools, and also to know that someone is always within reach. This tool bag is also a nice large central storage that can handle larger tools such as hammers, wrench and even power tools. The whole bag
also has a very tough and solid construction. With a price tag of around $60, this is certainly against the more expensive end of the market - but it certainly has the design and construction to justify it. Before we get into the review properly, we just need to give a virtual high five to Bucket Boss for their amazing product name here - The
Bucketeer. Sounds like a Z-list superhero to make debut appearance in The Avengers 18 in the year 2055. Joking aside, this is actually a pretty cool little product. It's basically a very tough sleeve style design that glides easily over an empty 5-gallon bucket - be aware that you need to deliver the empty bucket. Once in place, it provides a
multitude of pockets - as well as the bucket itself - to provide a wealth of storage space. Since it is a very simple design it is also both very tough and very cheap. So cheap, in fact, it costs barely more than 10 dollars, making it easy one of the cheaper items on the list So it's very cheap, but also very tough and extremely effective - no
wonder then it's one of the more popular designs of tool bag on the market right now.  Before we begin, we should just emphasize that this bag is not designed exclusively for a craftsman who is 16 inches tall. This is actually a very well designed - and very tough - tool bag built for just about everyone, no matter how tall you are. The large
stand out function of this product must be the large central chamber. If you have a toolbox with long or large tools, this feature should really grab your attention. Not only that, but DeWALT has mounted a very smart snap opening to the top of the main room. Thus, the design function helps the bag open extra wide, so you can really make
the most of the cavernous inner space. Except that this is a remarkably tough tool bag, with Poly Fabric material in construction as well as rubberized feet to prevent scuffing to the base. An adjustable strap and carry handle make it easy to tow around, and 33 pockets (including the large central one) are included in a wide range of storage
options. This is not the largest of tool bags to make out the list. Or rather, while it is of a fairly decent size, the inside is taken up with around 56 pockets and bags divided between 4 different areas of the bag. In this way, it is very similar to the electrician tool bag we looked at earlier, in that it provides many small but well-designed storage
spaces to take smaller tools and pieces and pieces such as screws, nuts and washers. It is also a lovely tough bag with mainly Nylon construction reinforced with high quality stitching. The bottom of the bag has a 3mm polypropylene base.  This prevents sagging, it stops the bag overturning and it also provides a little extra cushioning to
the tools being carried. When we talk about getting carried, the bag has cast, ergonomic rewind to make it comfortable during wear. In fact, comfort is really the quail word with this tool bag design. If you've had bags before that you've found uncomfortable or difficult to tail around, this may model that solves that problem for you. It's
comfortable, it's practical and it's tough - it's also quite expensive though, but it has high quality design (possibly) justify that sky-high price. So far the items on this list have been of quite a specialized nature. Whether dedicated tool bags with large pockets, or electrician tool bag style design with many and many small, each bag is clearly
designed to hold and carry tools. But what if you want something a little different? What if you want a non-specialized bag, something without 10,000 pockets? If you want a simple bag, then take a look at this offer from Custom LeatherCraft - honestly, you'll struggle to find a more straightforward design anywhere. That's not to say it
misses some useful features of course. Firstly, these tough bags are fine, with reinforced bottoms to take the weight off packing a complete tool choice. The handles are also of a durable, weave style construction that in turn should be able to stand up to the stresses of tail tools. All in then a very simple but very effective design for a very
attractive low price. Oh, and there's a two pack too, with a large and a medium bag combining to provide a product with simply phenomenal good value for money. This old school, military-inspired mechanic bag looks amazing! In the world of polyfiber, plastic and nylon construction in tool bags it is amazing to see a company bring an
alternative to the market. Just because it's old-fashioned doesn't mean it's not tough though. This bag is made of heavyweight cotton canvas, which asks your grandfather for verification here, is actually a very tough and durable material. We have many practical features built into this bag as well. The central room is large with plenty of
space for individual, larger tools. 8 internal and 2 external pockets provide extra storage options for smaller pieces and pieces, while the handles are nice and wide for some extra comfort. Remember that the canvas is not very waterproof, so do not go dumping this into puddles or let it out into the snow. That said, it is still a very well
designed, very well built and very interesting looking tool bag that is certainly different from most of the design out there today. It also costs a shade under $15 too, so that's honestly incredible value too. So far on this list we've looked at quite traditional style bags - traditional at least when it comes to how they are worn around. Whether
backpack, bucket or traditional style we have tried to mention the straps where possible, as they will have a big impact on how comfortable the bag is to carry. But what if you don't want straps? If you've sat there and thought, well that padded hand hold is great and everything, but I kind of wish I don't even have to carry things at all, so
voila - this could be the tool bag for you. As you will see in the image above, as well as looks like it has a smiling face (trust us, stop what you are doing, look at the bag again) the major standout features are the big old wheels mounted on the back of the bag. These wheels, along with the retractable handle, make it a tool bag that is going
to be very easy to move around regardless of the weight of tools you have packed inside. And you can pack a lot in, too. There are 24 pockets dotted throughout the bag, but the most impressive is the central room. It's big, big enough to take a variety of tools, and it even has an orange trim, so smaller pieces and pieces stand out better,
so you can find them easier. It's not cheap at around 150 dollars, but if you have a large load of tools you need to move as easily as possible this bag can be worth the investment. Although some bags have honestly cavernous internal storage areas, they are held back by small openings. For us it is the brand of a poorly designed tool bag,
that the manufacturer has gone to work to give you a nice large storage space - so dropped the ball and not given you the opportunity to access and use it correctly. It's not a problem you're going to have with this tool bag design from WORKPRO. It has a wide mouth design that is so wide it can even compete your mother-in-law, giving
unprecedented access to the internal storage space. This bag can happily swallow up large tools (again, just like your mother-in-law) while it also has a very tough construction, complete with a rigid and waterproof plastic base. There are padded carry handles and a shoulder sling to help you haul it around, it has a nice discreet blue and
black design and includes various mesh pockets and bags for some extra storage space. All that for a price tag of under $20 helps explain why this is one of the more popular tool bags around right now. Milwaukee is a company with a solid reputation for producing high-quality power tools. They've also entered the accessories market a
little more lately, and this robust tool bag is one of their newer listings. Of course, you get the highly recognizable Milwaukee styling including the deep red color and the iconic thunderbolt brand. It's not just appearances with this bag though, as it's a very, very tough tool bag. Just about everything has been reinforced on this design. So the
side handles are reinforced with metal fasteners. The bottom of the bag is reinforced with extra thick material to prevent sagging and to keep out water and dust. Internally, the bag is only large with a massive central storage section designed to be filled to the brim with larger tools and more accessories – therefore you really need all these
reinforcements to the handles and base because this bag is designed to carry many things. Bucket Boss is back and you know what, we really like their design. While their previous bucket tool bag was pretty much a sleeve to the groove over an empty this is more of a tote tool bag. It also comes pre-assembled, so you don't have to stock
up on empty 5-gallon buckets for this model. As before this is the very simple design of the tool bag. Everything is open for easy access - although it should go without saying that this is not going to provide any weatherproof or protection from the elements. Remember the fact however and what you want is an extremely tough and very
effective design on your hands. Of course, the large central room is a real eye-catching and will provide an area to throw in larger hand tools. Apart from that, Bucket Boss has also managed to squeeze in 23 individual pockets and bags to provide even more storage options. The carry handle is metal for extra durability, while the foam
padding makes it easier for your hands. This is a very simple but very effective design that, like cherries on top, has a very attractive, very low price tag. The penultimate item to create our list is this product from Craftsman. All in all, this is one of the simpler designs of tool bag on the list, with not many of the features you'll find on several
premium models. That said, if you are looking for a very cheap, very effective and very straightforward model of the bag, this could be the one for you. The first thing to note is that there are no internal pockets, just an open space. It will honestly suit some people more than others, but if you are the kind of person who is happy to throw all
their tools and bits and pieces into one area then you are going to love this. There are 6 external pockets - 3 solid material, 3 mesh - to add a small organization, but this bag will best suit people operating in a state of organized chaos. One thing you save by trimming off extras is money. We have a price tag here of barely over $10. It is
really good value for a well-built design of tool bag that can be extremely simple but is also extremely effective. We end our extensive journey through the best tool bags on the market with this little number from Carhartt. The most eye-catching features are the very well placed external pockets. There are no less than 18 of them, and if you
are the kind of person who does not like to root inside a bag for a tool, this can be a winning feature. In addition, the bag has a very, very tough construction. It is made of a very strong synthetic material that is both tough and water resistant. It is built with triple stitch style construction as well, and it also has an internal metal frame and a
durable reinforced bottom. It's extremely durable, that's what we're trying to say. It's not cheap, clock in with a price tag in the region of 40 dollars. However, it is designed to last a very long time, providing useful service for many years to come, making this bag a particularly useful long-term investment. Wow, that was a big list! things are,
as we were putting it together, we just kept coming across more and more high quality tool bags, we literally couldn't trim the list down anymore. If you feel a little overwhelmed, read on for our comprehensive buying guide. It should give you all the information you need to limit your choices and help you choose the right tool bag for you.
We've also put together our answers to some of the most common questions out there about these very useful accessories. How to detect a good tool bag robust construction. These things go through a lot, so they need a robust construction to survive. If you are going to put smaller tools such as screwdrivers and wrenches in the bag,



you can get away with a lighter construction. If you need to pack comprehensive tool kits and/or larger tools, look for robust materials with double or triple stitches, reinforced bases and handles. Weatherproof. You know if the bag gets wet or not. If you need to work in any weather, choose one with water-repellent features. Comfortable to
wear. At the end of the day, you have to drag this bad boy around. Do you like shoulder straps on a backpack, or do you prefer handles? Choose a design you know you can wear comfortably. Storage capacity. Do you need to fit a hammer and a couple of screwdrivers in there, or a 200 piece full on the mechanic set? Again, you'll know
best what size bag you need, so don't buy one that's too small to carry everything, and don't buy one that's so big your 5 tools rattle around inside. Why do you need a tool bag? So you've read through our frankly extremely comprehensive list of the best tool bags on the market up there, but you're still not sure if a new bag is worth the
investment. Maybe you don't have self-respect, and are happy to keep throwing your luggage around in a dirty brown bag from the grocery store?  If you're still in two thoughts about picking up a new tool bag or not, then for our minds there are at least three good reasons why it makes sense to buy one: Quick question - how many hands
do you have? We're not doctors, but we're going to guess at most that you have two. It limits the number of tools you can carry from point A to point B. Chuck them in a tool bag though, and suddenly even a two-handed freak that you can carry much, much more stuff. Yes, you can keep the tools in a tool chest or something similar. But
that tool chest is not going to dampen with you, and sometimes you won't keep unpacking/unpacking tools you use most often. A good tool bag gives you a way to organize your most used tools while on the go. You can pack your tools in an old blanket and throw them in the trunk of the car. You can do it, but it would be stupid. Tools are
hella expensive to buy and replace, so look for them when carrying Around. A good tool bag provides the extra protection you need. Types of tool bag In general, there are three different design styles when it acmes to tool bags, which is: Standard Bag. A standard bag... Well, it looks like a standard bag. Most tool bags will be of this
design and they offer the best intermediate ground between comfort and carrying capacity. Backpack Style. Another popular style is for bags that look like backpacks. When they distribute the weight over the back, they may be more comfortable to wear. On the other hand, they often can not wrap as much as a standard design of the bag.
Bucket Bag. Finally, we have the bucket tool bag. Yes they look a bit fun and they will never be as comfortable as a backpack style, but they also extremely easy and easy to use while you have excellent carrying capacity. Best tool bag FAQ: Q: What is a tool bag? A: A tool bag is like any other bag - it's a product designed to help you
carry things. To distinguish it from other bags, tool bags are usually at least double-sewn and made of durable fabrics and often have extra reinforced bases. It helps them be tough enough to handle carrying heavy tools. Q: Are any of these bags waterproof? A: Many designs are waterproof, or at least waterproof. Of course, some - like
bucket tool bag designs - will be less waterproof than others. Look for designs with a lot of plastic, polyfiber or nylon for a degree of water resistance. Q: How do I clean the tool bag? A: Tool bags are quite robust animals, so you don't have to be careful when washing them - a good scrub with warm soapy water should do the job. Also,
keeping the tools clean will again help keep the bag clean. Q: What accessories should I get for a tool bag? A: Plastic liners and LED lights are some of the more popular accessories out there. Of course for us, nothing compliments a good tool bag like a good cooler bag, because if one bag has all your tools and another has all your beer,
you've pretty much covered all the bases there. Our best choice When we have extra large lists like this, it makes it a little harder to pick out the top item. That's why we listen to people with this to some extent, giving the top choice to the Stanley 12 Inch Soft Sided tool bag. It's already one of the most popular tool bags on the market right
now, and given its extensive feature list combined with a very affordable price tag, it's easy to see why. It is, as we discussed, a design. But it also does pretty much everything you expect from a basic tool bag, while also having a very tough and long-lasting construction. Add that to the very attractive low price of less than $20 and we are
pleased to mention it as the best tool bag on the market right now. Sources: 10 Multifunction Tools market - HowStuffWorks Add your rating
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